Introduction
In the quantum logic approach to the foundations of quantum mechanics, two types of joint distributions of observables in a given state are known» Gudder's type [8] (type I) and Urbanik»s type [id] (type II). It is a well-known fact that both types coincide for compatible bounded observables. For the Hilbert spaoe quantum logic L(H) existence of the type I joint distribution (e.g., for compatible observables) implies the existence of the type II joint distribution as well as their coincidenoy [4] . Moreover, in a general quantum logic [9] , type I entails that a given system of observables determines a reduoed system of compatible observables with the same joint distribution® Urbanik [11] showed that, for any finite system of one--sided bounded observables on L(H) with purely point spectrum, the existence of type II joint distribution implies the existence of compatible observables with the same joint distribution. For a sum quantum logic this result has been generalized in [1] ,
In the present note we extend the result of Urbanik [11] to a sequence of bounded observables with purely point state spectrum. Moreover, a relationship between both types of joint distributions for question observables is presented. A quantum logic L with a quite full system of states, 11, is said to be a sum quantum logic if for any two bounded observables x and 7 on L there is a unique bounded observable z suoh that for any state meM. We call z the sum of x and y and write z = x + y [7] . It is well-known [7] that a sum quantum logic L is a lattioe and the system B(L) of all bounded observables of L is a normed linear space with the norm ||x||. In addition, According to Gudder [8] , we say that observables x^,... 
for any SeBf^j and for all reals r 1f ...,r Q . It is evident that if a joint distribution of argr type exists, then it is unique* Moreover, if z^f«.. t x Q are compatible, then they have both joint distributions which are identical.
We say that an arbitrary system of observables, jx^i t € T|, has a joint distribution of a given type if any finite subsystem of {xji tel} has it.
Preliminary results
Suppose that L is a sum quantum logic with a distributive Segal product "o" defined by
All conditions of the following results will be also fulfiled for a very important example of a sum quantum logic L(H) of all closed subspaoes of a Hilbert space H (not necessarily separable) under the condition that either all states on L(H) are expressible via "Gleason's formula"
where T^O is a density operator (von Neumann operator) and P 11 is the orthoprojector of H onto M (it is known [2] that this is true iff the dimension of H is a nonmeasurable cardinal 4 2) or we take into aocount only the system of all states expressible via (3.1)*
Here observables correspond to self-adjoint operators and the Segal produot of two bounded observables corresponding to Hermitian operators A, B is given by the Hermitian operator Proof, It depends on the following steps.
(i) If x n -Lx, y n _!^y, then x n + y Q + y.
(ii) ||x 2 || -||x|| 2 for any xeB(L). This equality follows from the assertion that if x is bounded and f continuous, then(
This inequality follows from (2.1) and [5, 55] , where the inequality | m(xo y) | m(x 2 ) m(y 2 ) has been proved for any me. M.
(v) *f ZJJ--z, then z 2 -^a 2 . Indeed, oaloulate On the other hand, for any e/2|I0|, there ia an integer IT suoh that, for aogr n>H and any A eB 0» (2(1 -oos t(ina) -I(>)))) 1/2 <6/2|B0|.
Henoe, 6<C , This gives us ^(t)^/«" T( " ) «»(A)
a" tt dv(T-1 (u)). Without loss of generality we prove the assertion only for two compatible observables x^ and x 2 * Let A, B and C be corresponding self-adjoint operators to compatible observables x 1 , x 2 and x, and let B*, 8 s , B C be corresponding speotral measures. Due to the compatibility and the property of the Varadarajan sum, theore are a spectral measure B, and real-valned funotions f, g suoh that B
Denote B Q • B A ((-n,n)), P n • B®(¡(-n,n)) for n>1. Then, due to the compatibility of x 1 and x 2 , we have B Q F Q -? Q B a -" B n A F n* n>1 * 1,et ae J? ut s n " B n p n* TJien H®^"^" Q.S.D. Urbanik [il] showed that for observables with not purely point spectrum Theorem 5*2 does not hold, in general.
Question observables
In the present section we show that the existence of a type II joint distribution for so-called question observables implies the existence of a type I joint distribution and their equality.
We recall that a question observable on a Logic L corresponding to an element aeL is an observable x. defined via We remark L(H) is a sum quantum logic with a sum compatibility property.
An easy verification shows that x, y, z are three bounded observables p.c. [a Q ] of a sum quantum logic with a sum compatibility property, then Q.E.D. The extension of the above theorem for summable non-bounded observables is straightforward, see [3] ], if we extend the definition of a sum compatibility property also for them.
